Call EHRI Fellowships in Holocaust Studies 2014

31/07/2013

**EHRI (European Holocaust Research Infrastructure) invites applications for its fellowship programme for 2014.**

EHRI will grant up to 18 fellowships in Holocaust Studies to researchers and young scholars in 2014. An EHRI fellowship means that you can perform your research for four weeks, full expenses paid, at one of five EHRI partner institutions: Jewish Museum Prague, Yad Vashem, Institute for Contemporary History Munich, Shoah Memorial Paris, or NIOD Amsterdam. You can apply now!

Read more >

Berlin Conference: Support for Holocaust Research Infrastructures

30/07/2013

**International Conference Public History of the Holocaust: Historical Research in the Digital Age**
On July 9 EHRI co-organised an international conference on the Public History of the Holocaust, hosted by the Jewish Museum in Berlin. Facilitated by EHRI and two other European infrastructure projects supporting humanities research, DARIAH and TextGrid, and sponsored by the German Ministry of Education and Research, the conference brought together policy makers, archival and memory institutions, and academics to reflect on the challenges and opportunities the digital age offers for the public history of the Holocaust.

EHRI Summer School Munich: Holocaust Studies at Lake Starnberg

30/07/2013

Organized by the Institut für Zeitgeschichte, the second EHRI Summer School has started on July 22 in Munich under favourable circumstances. The first two weeks of the course take place at the Akademie für Politische Bildung Tutzing, an independent institution that conducts – partially in cooperation with other partners – courses, seminars, conferences and workshops on their premises in Tutzing at Lake Starnberg. It may not always be easy to focus on the Holocaust with such a sunny view of the beautiful lake, but the impressive programme will assure the attention of all the participants.

Dan Michman at first EHRI Summer School in Paris

23/07/2013

The EHRI Summer School in Paris is in its second week. The summer school has an extensive programme with a mixture of lectures of well-known Holocaust researchers and tours of the Mémorial de la Shoah and several other important archives in Paris.
International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance Launches Survey

24/06/2013

The International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance (formerly the Task Force for International Cooperation on Holocaust Education, Remembrance, and Research) is seeking information via an online survey on the difficulties people have encountered in accessing Holocaust-related archival materials. The project's objective is to identify problems and find ways to address them in the future.

EHRI partners

- NIOD Institute for War, Holocaust and Genocide Studies (NL)
- CEGES-SOMA Centre for Historical Research and Documentation on War and Contemporary Society (BE)
- Jewish Museum in Prague (CZ)
- Institute of Contemporary History Munich - Berlin (DE)
- YAD VASHEM The Holocaust Martyrs' and Heroes' Remembrance Authority (IL)
- The Wiener Library - Institute of Contemporary History (UK)
- Holocaust Memorial Center (HU)
- HL-senteret Center for Studies of Holocaust and Religious Minorities (NO)
- NAF National Archives of Finland (FI)
- The Emanuel Ringelblum Jewish Historical Institute (PL)
- King's College London (UK)
- Georg-August-Universität Göttingen - Göttingen State and University Library (DE)
- Athena RC/IMIS (GR)
- DANS Data Archiving and Networked Services (NL)
- Shoah Memorial, Museum, Center for Contemporary Jewish Documentation (FR)
- ITS International Tracing Service (DE)
- Memorial to the Murdered Jews of Europe (DE)
- Terezín Memorial (CZ)
- Beit Theresienstadt (IL)
- VWI Vienna Wiesenthal Institute for Holocaust Studies (AT)